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MacQuarrie Protests
San Jose’s ’Land Grab’
By JACK RUSSELL
Visibly angered by the City of San Jose’s attempted "land grab",
College President. T. W. MacQuarrie yesterday wrote to Rue! Taylor
of Sacramento, in charge of the college building program, requesting
that the City of San Jose’s recommendation be disregarded.
At Monday night’s council meeting City Planning Engineer
4Nlichael Antonacci was instructed
to go. to Sacramento to discuss
with State officials the teasibility
of changing engineer’s plans tor
the collegis to conform with city
3
rvqiiiremoits for the de % cloprw Fit
01 San Fernando street.

Reli gien Cares’
Man Guldane(
Speaker Says
)

Jennings Wins Turkey
DU Takes Frat Title
By FERMO CAMBIANICA
Paul Jennings won the seventh annual Turkey Trot yesterday
-noon, but only after the judges had disqualified Mike DeGuzman,
Spartan Daily exchange editor, and the Masked Marvel, who turned
out to be Boxer Jack Scheberies.
The Paily, headed by Dan Hruby and Ed Roper, issued a written
protest to the judges after the announcement of Mike’s disqualification. Action will be taken soon
by the judges.
Coach Bud Winter complimented
Alpha Phi Omega in sponsoring
the event, which had its best participation in the history of the
District Attorney N. J. "Nap"
Trot. Dean of Men Stanley Benz Menard addressed
the Police
and Glenn "Tifty",Hartranft offit
1 "gettogetnE_, ".booque.t
46Sedilessisrant.
;
Siltgagle-Vir
Jennings, a member
Relatien of the Police Officer
country team was declared the to Public Attitudes."
official winner as he covered the
The Santa Clara county officer
3-mile coUrse In 16:03.2, which is told the 100 persons in attendance,
meet
of
the
23.2 seconds short
"The policeman is a creature of
record of 15:40 set by Merle Knox statutes. As a delegate of the peoin 1947.
ple, he is bound by laws made and
Neil Moore a Journalism major provided by others. The police offiread
about
J.C.,
from Sacramento
cer must act in accordance with
the Turkey Trot in his school pa- these laws of justice no matter
per and came down to San Jose what certain public feelings may
to enter the event. He started be, realizing that there will always
from scratch and finished 20th.
be interests against his actions."
Burk e,
Patty
Homecoming
Other guests were Col. James
queen, and her attendants, Bar-tit. Hea. Lt. Col, Harold M. Bowbara Lindquist and Alice Doughan, and Capt. Hugh W. Denoerty, presented the awards to the van, of the San Jose State col winners, as well as a kiss for each lege ROTC department, and
one.
Lowell Bradford, investigator for
Jennings received a turkey for District Attorney 311enard’s
first place while cross country office.
Resident agent of the FBI, L.
men Al Weber and Bob Anderson
placed second and third to win Wine, was unable to attend last
a goose and a duck, respectively, night’s dinner.
SJS student Wesley Dobbs
Delta Upsilon, a team composed
of Darrel Dukes, Bill Mendosa, served as toastmaster, and cacti
and Francis McMahon, won the of the police students present infrat title and a trophy, while Col- troduced themselves individually,
legiate Christian Fellowship, paced Those in attendance were surby Spence Southerland, Mac Mar- prised to find men enrolled in the
tinez and Len Capitola, won The college from New England to Haorganization prize of a dozen waii, and from Alaska to Alachicks. The boxers were second, bama.
The "get-together" dinner was
one point behind CCF.
sponsored by Chi Pi Sigma for all
Other contestants in the meet
police students and members of
were Paul Bowen, 4th; MR Mead, the department. The event was
6th; Frank Johnson, 7th; Paul held at the Fier D’Italia restauFlanagan, 8th; Ed Hass, 9th; Carl rant in San Jose, and lasted from
Moore, 10th; Roy Hodges, 13th; 7-9:30 p.m.
Lloyd Nuetz, 14th; Don Schletz,
15th; Cliff ’Ricker, 16th; John Malone, 17th; Ken Schilling, 18th;
Vic Hlarris, 21st; Joe DeSoto 22nd:
Henry Jacobs 24th; Voyle MacFarland, 28th; and Vic Viviano,
27th.
Freshman class nominations yesterday named 14 hopefuls for per?
manent executive position in student government here.
Chosen at the 11:30 am. MorMiss Combelle Wright, regional
direclor of Child Evangelism fel- ris Dailey meeting were the followship, was the featured speaker lowing candidates in order of
at a 1230 p.m. meeting of Chris- nomination:
President: Bill Eckert, Bud
tian Collegiate fellowship in the
Cligity, Dave Doerr, and lierrey.
Science building yesterday.
Vice president: Charles LuckAt present, Miss Wright is conducting teacher training classes hardt and Fred Grassle.
Secretary: Sally Loetz, -Joyce
In churches throughout the San
Jose area: Ali Interested students- Velander, and Louis Definer.
are -invited to attend; according . Treasurer; Kirby Campbell, - Kit
minions Hadley, Joyce Orlando, and Orville
to lilariens -Johnson,
-"Kenny" Mitchell.

Napoleon Men,ard
Addresses Group
Of Police Majors

Frosh Class
Nominates 14

CCF Hears Speaker

The City Planning Commission vi ants a 33-foot strip 4)1
state-owned property along the
south side of San Fernando
street between Seventh and
Ninth. They want it ostensibly
for parking.

By PAT PATRICK S
"What May a Modern Person
Believe?" was the topic of a talk
by Dr. E. Stanley Jones before a
crowd of several hundred persons
in Morris Dailey auditorium yesterday afternoon. Dr. Jones asked
his audience for permission to for 33 . feet for parking," Dr. Macchange from his announced topic, Quarrie vrote in his lettei . " An and received unanimous approval gle parking takes but 12 feet.
When the high school is moved
of the ’Spartans..
he
According to Dr. Jones, the mod - out, the, parking problem
greatly alliviated also."
ern person must accept both
In the past
ence and religion.
"Mr. Antonucci wants to get
, science and religion have been 33 feet of land, costing the State
!separate concepts and attempted $100,000 for nothing," wrote Dr.
to exist in opposition to each MacQuarrie.
"Being an englother. He believes modern persons neer Antonacci wants a straight
Progress made to date on the should attempt to bring about a line.
We need every square
SJS parking situation was the unity between science and relig- space available for the use of
main subject of discussion at yes- ious faith, because both are nec- the college. I request that you
terday afternoon’s Student coun- essary to each other.
don’t give in to him and grant
cil meeting in the Student Union
"A violin solo was once evalu- him his proposal."
ated scientifically as ’as scraping;
of a ‘horse’s tail across cat -gut.’ I "The city is simply forcing us
Mike Barchi, council member in Technically or scientificall
thislto take their overflow of
rkin . "
.
Oar& .91 Ese JitYnatignibm
I my be true. Howes*, the aPpre- ! Dn. MacQOarrie told the Spirtan
ported that Blue key, campus hon- , elation of the resultant music and Daily yesterday. "There is almost
or organization, has agreed to help ,I the reactions it creates are part as much traffic here on non-school
in the project.
1 of the solo and its evaluation is days as on the days that school is
in session.
Bob Gross, Blue Key member, due to faith."
"Science is that which can be
has been assigned by his organiThe college president had atzation to cooperate with Barchi in weighed and me as u r e d. God tended the meeting to request
(Faith)
is
that
which
can
be
evalorganizing the survey.
the closing of S. Eighth street
uated." Dr. Jones said,
between Nan Antonio and Ban.
Other campus organizations
Fernando, In order that the
have also volunteered their help,
Picture on Page 10
school may begin its building
according to Barchi.
The world is afraid of the edu- program
Traffic counters,
mechanical
tabulators designed to determine cated man who cannot direct his
Instead he was met with a
the amount of traffic on a street, knowledge constructively, accord- counter recommendation of the
will be used i n the invesfigation. ing to Dr. Jones. He offers science City Planning Commission that
as an example.
the city close Eighth street only
Plans thus far, said Barchi, call
"Science is power: it is both on condition that the State
deed
for investigation of the width of
constructive and destructive. Re- to the city a 33-foot strip along
streets near the college (60 feet
ligion wovides the educated man the south side of San Fernando
being the city minimum for diagwith moral background for put- street between Seventh and
Ninth
onal parking), the amount of trafting such knowledge to a construc- streets (San Jose Technical
High
fic encountered, and the best antive use."
teiTitory).
gle for diagonal parking.
Dr. Jones---awcaied -at-WashingSuggestions for a college flag ton Square through the efforts of
The City Council as a whole
rendered by Council members,’ in- the Religious Emphasis Steering was very favorable to the college
cluded a suggestion that two flags committee of the Student Y. The program emphasized Dr. Macbe obtained, one serious, and the president of Student Y, Ron La Quarrie.
It was the Planning
other humorous to be used at ath- Mar, introduced Dr. Jones to the Commission that pulled the surletic contests.
prise he added.
college audience.
Paul Jennings, winner of the
Turkey Trot, receives a kiss
from Homecoming Queen Patty
Burke for his efforts. Barbara
Lindquist, left, and Alice Dougherty, queen’s attendants, look on.
The turkey shown in front also
was won by Jennings.

Council Hears of
Parking Problems
campus

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Court to Study 1948 SC Charter
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 21.
The validity of the Santa Clfira
County Charter voted in 1948
faced a test today by the California State Supreme Court.
The court decided to hear arguments challenging the legality of
the document because of publication errors. Previous hearings had
been held by the Superior and Appellate courts with divergent results.
The voters in the recent general election approved a new and
revised charter which will supercede the 1948 document when approved by the legislature.
U.S. MOVES ON
TOKYO, Nov. 22.Oninnu.nist
resistance vissually disappeared on
the Korean Nnetheast- front today
In the %%milt’ totabe U.S. 7th Division surge- ba the M
9rian
border. but American
101)
era bared a-new assault
aids wag building up bill* north;
west.

The South Korean capita] division, cast of the Anierican 7th,
broke through the last known
Communist defense south of the
port of Chongjin and drove to
within 15 miles of the city and
to within 67 miles of the Russian
border.
FATTER PROFITS
WARSAW, Poland, Nov. 21.
The "Red Dean" of Canterbury
told theWorld reace Congress"
here yesterday that the Korean
war means fatter profits for
Americans.
Citing his source, The American
Journal of Commerce, the British
churchman said:
"Since the Korean war, American business men cast off their
tears and -are plunging ahead into
an erii of prosperity. The fear of
dpireggiaii Is geed since the beginning of the Korean war."
NOTICE OWED
LOS ANGELES, Nov: 21The
*hate Crisailayestigating caw

mittee served notice today that it
expects subpoenaed witnesses to
show up and testify, and Chairman Fated Kefauver D., Tenn.,
curtly ordered an attorney to produce a San Mateo County gambler.
Kefauver, irritated because
Emile (Gombo) Georgetti, failed
to appear as the committee opened
an executive hearing here, told
Georgetti’s lawyer, Joseph Alioto, to get hold of him right away.

The Weather
According. to the information
we have, and you know how reliable that -is, this dewy, dewy business we’ve been having for ten
days or so is scheduled to end
today. That just means that this
storm is to end today. It doesn’t
mean that another one wouldn’t
up tomorrow.
What the hey, it’s good for the
rhubarb.
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LOOKING UP
With DOWN
By DAVE DOWN
ASH President

and

The success of all student government committees has been very
encouraging this quarter.
Manatee
This is the most progressive
Assodaled Colleficie
year we have had and the success has been due to the untiring
Office: Publications Building (1193) on E. San Canon street.
interest of our committee chairPress of this Glob* Printing Co., 1445 S. First Onset, San Jos.
men
and their assistants.
211
Est
Dept.,
Editorial, Ext. 210 Advortising
Tolophonas: CYprass 4.6414
The list would be lengthy of
Subscription Price: $2.50 par year or $1 por quarter for non AS8 card holders.
those who have participated and
BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager at this time I would like to thank
JACK RUSSELLEditor
each and every one of you who
Bill Epler
Make-up Editor this issue
have helped make this quarter’s
projects successful.
However, more active student
participation is needed if the
groundwork laid out by these stuXdents is to be enlarged upon. The
following plan has been formed to
enable us to fulfill the duties of
student government:
What’s Wrong with the Youth of America?
Student interest cards, to enable
Two nationally -known San Jose State educators have expressed
students to take an active
their views on this recently. The first was Dudley DeGroote former more
part in student government are
of
University
football coach here and now football coach at the
now available.
New Mexico. Coach DeGroot, in a nationally-released wire service
Cards may be obtained from the
story declared that the youth of America were -too soft". And con- information office, the ASB office,
tinued Dr. DeGroot: ’they have been mode soft by too many movies: the Spartan Daily office, from department heads, and have been
too much riding in autos: too little walking and hard work."
distributed to living groups.
The other educator was DeWitt Portal, who expressed disThe purpose of the cards’ is twoagreement with his former colleague’s quoted views, in a speech
fold. First, to enable students to
delivered before a Junior Chamber of Commerce meeting Mongain actual experience in the
day night.
working of student government.
The youth of America are not too soft, declared Coach Portal,
Second, to provide student combut they do need a different kind of training. The whole crux of the mittees and chairmen with addimatter lies in the over-emphasis on intercollegiate rather than intra- tionai personnel to lighten the
mural sports in our collegiate sports program.
load carried by many committeeRecent Selective Service figures showed that only 20 per cent men.
There is a need for: typists;
of the youths brought up for induction were able to pass their physicals. During World War I educators stressed a seven-point code. file clerks; artists for drawing
posters, etc; and committeemen
First on the list was Health. The youth of America were to be built who
could be assigned to work
per
physical
specimens.
Now
34
years
later
only
20
healthy
up into
with council members on projects
cent of the youth are able to pass military examinations.
of student interest.
What’s the answer?
Another object of this program
Coach Portal feels that it lies in the field of intramural sports. is to arouse interest, not only in
those already participating in stuSays Dee: "Why not have a Physical Quotient (P.Q.) as well
dent government at San Jose State
as an I.Q. in high school testing? Why not combine them tocollege, but also those who have
gether and get a true picture of the rounded individual?
’Then work with those students who need help in physical devel- not yet had the opportunity to
participate in running their govopment just like the English teacher works with the weaker members ernment.
of her composition class. Why pick only the cream of the crop for
Again, those who are now in
athletic teams and ’disregard the smaller or fighter members?"
student government are doing a
We agree with Coach Portal that intramural sports are the
fine job, and can do a better one
with your help.
keys to physic( health of youth. The program does not have to

Press

Editorials

What’s Wrong with the Youth of America?-

be compulsory. It needs only to be interesting.
San Jose State’s boxing classes have the largest enrollment of
any gym class in the school (over 1300). They are entirely made up
of voluntary entrants.

AEC Asks Restrictions

WASHINGTON, Nov. 21(UP)
- The U.S. Atomic Energy commission plans to ask congress next
year to modify security restrictions on the A-bomb.
Chairman Gordon Dean, in a
copyrighted interview with the
weekly news magazine, U.S. News
and World Report, says photographs of the bomb will be published some day, and it even may
be possible to "put a dummy model
in Macy’s window."
Dean said some of the commission’s secrecy measures were made
obsolete by British spy Klaus
Fuchs who, he said, advanced
Russian atomic research by one to
two years. He found this "very,

very disturbing."
Fuchs, who was cleared by
British authorities to work on the
Joint allied A-hettib -01%jett difang
World War II, had complete access to the laboratories of the
Army-run Manhattan district from
1943 to 1946. Dean said he was
one of "not more than" 150 scientists who "know all about the
bomb."
An FBI tip led to Fuchs’ arrest in London early this year, and
he confessed supplying Russia with
atomic secrets. Philadephia chemist Harry Gold and eight other
Americans later were arrested in
this country on charges of helping
the spy ring.

(EO.:Note: This is the second
in a series of articles dealing
with your chances of survival in
the event of an atomic bomb attack. Information is taken from
the new government pamphlet
"Survival Under Atomic Attack").
By JACK HULSE
Here we have the second installment of our series on survival
in the event of atomic blast. Like
the candy with the hole in .the
middle--this may be a lifesaver.
Our last chapter was winding
up the subject of the bomb’s
What
radio-active surprises.
follows might be called the
Santa Cruz Theory of Radioactivity.
To quote the booklet: "Radioactivity is the only way, besides
size, in which the effects of A or
H-bombs are different from ordinary bombs. But, with the exception of underwater or ground explosions, the radioactivity from
atomic bursts is much less to be
feared than blast and heat."
Like Sunburn
Radioactivity, as the pamphlet
points out, is much like a case ,of
sunburn: whether it is to be fatal
or merely uncomfortable depends
on the power of the rays, the time
,N’ou are exposed, and how much of
your body is exposed. Hence the
Santa Cruz idea: but not so nice.
The booklet also says that more is
known of the effects of.radioactivity than is known about the common cold and some other diseases.
Two different kinds of radioactivity are produced by an Abomb explosion: I. explosive or
initial" radioactivity, 2. lingering radioactivity.
What is explosive radioactivity?
It is the most important type of
ray bombardment, but it only lasts
a moment. It moves fast, but
doesn’t live long. To again quote
the booklet: "The injury range of
the explosive radioactvity from a
modern A-bomb is a little over one
mile .. , if it exploded about 2,000
feet in the air."
This is about the maximum cf-

I’m sorry that the following is in
prose, but I don’t know any poets
to write my stuff.
I’ve seen a lot of pure and unadulterated hooey in the Spartan
Daily, but Tuesday’s edition now
holds the spot as the biggest
stinker.
The Delta Zeta story on page
five made me ill.
Why the hell don’t you just list
the entire membership of the college’s ’Greek organizations so an
the kids can see their names in
print and send it home to the
folks.
In particular: the paragraph
about the committee for the DZ’s
Christmas party. You listed the
sweet girls in charge of making
peanut -butter sandwiches, spinning Vaughan Monroe’s records,
broom pushing, etc. I really would
like to know who checked the
linen in the bathroom and who
goes around to see that all the
windows are locked and the cat is
out. Why leave out those kids;
they probably have ASB cards,
too.
The Chi O’s have a nice little
blast too. Biy, those people sure
have fun!,
Since when is retrospection
an excuse for getting publicity
blurps in the sheet. 11, refer to
the DO story about -vdsat they
have done during the quarter.
In ease anyone’s Interested, last
month I bought a beer for a
girl at the El Camino. And I
also wore my chic blue denims
the last time I washed my car.
You really overwork the word

DINAH’S
____
1.95

HOME OF THE COHPLETE
FRILL) CHICKEN DINNER
RESTAURANT POS.. RA1.1: A17,,

fectivenss distance of explosive
radioactivity.
This means the following had

news:

1. If you are little more than
mile away you would suffer only
temporary blood changes. ynn
probably would be unaware of
your exposure.
2. A little less than a mile frein
the trouble, if you’re unprotected.
serious
illness
illness bound to follow.
3. Less than twb thirds of a
mile away, those caught in the
open are "pretty sure" to soak up
a fatal dose of radioactivity. Fatal.
Protection in Cities
Take comfort, however, that
even on city streets you’ll be protected, at least partially, by buildings. Because A-bombs achie\
their greatest destructive power
high above the ground, chances ai
you’ll be in more danger of hlai
and heat than in danger of radioactivity.
The booklet says: "Radioactivity alone caused only 15 per
cent of all deaths and injuries
(in Japan)."
Explosive radioactivity is less
of a danger in ground -level or
underwater bursts. Top floors of
structures aren’t healthy.
If within the danger area of explosive radiation DO NOT BE
AFRAID OF INDUCED RADIATHAT IS, DO NOT
TION
FEAR THAT OBJECTS IN YOUR
HOME ARE TAINTED KEEP
YOUR BANDAGES AND OTHER
FIRST AID MATERIALS. Canned
and bottled foods may be irradiate, but will be safe to use if -th,
containers were not broken op.!.
DENNY-WATROUS ATTRACTIONS

AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
MON., NOV. 27, 8:30 P.M.

BALLET RUSSE de
MONTE CARLO
"Les Sylphides," "Blue Bird,"
"Romeo & Juliette," "Paquita"
3.60, 3,00, 2.40, 1.80, 1.20 inc. tax
SAN JOSE AUD’.,CY 3:6252

TILL
5 P.M.

THRUST and PARRY

Are You Dead or Thankful This Thanksgiving? What About Me?
Thrust Ad Parry:

Tomorrow i, Thanksgiving: Thanksgiving 1950.
Every year it is customary at this time to take stock and inventory
to determine, if anything, there is something we can be thankful for.
We Must admit it is getting tougher every succeeding year. During this country’s early growth from 13 to 48 states, we had everything in the world to be thankful forexcept for a few personal tragedies. During the late ’60’s and ’70’s we experienced unparalled
growthgrowth tinged with only the slightest bit of political corruption.
During the early part of the present century we had a war"a
war to end wars"this phrase was what we were thankful for then:
that and Woodrow Wilson and a man named Rickenbacker.
During the early 1920’s we were thankful that the League of
Nations had been invented and later we were thankful that we were
taking no part in the thing.
During the late 1920’s we were thankful that there was such a
thing as a stock Market and later we weren’t so glad. During the
depression we were thankful that a man named Roosevelt was in the
White House and at least- something was- being doneeven if we
didn’t know what.
In the early 1940’s we were thankful that the Japs had missed a
wonderful opportunity to win the war immediately after Pearl Harbor.
After the fracas was over, we were again thankful for its termination
and the vague prospect for world peacespelled with "ea" instead
of "ie".
Today we are thankful to be alive. The "thankfuls" are getting
harder to find year after year.
B.B.

Government Booklet Discusses
A-Romb Radioactivity Danger

"recently" in these wedding stories. Half the people mentioned are
no longer in attendance at our
happy home. I once ran across a
story of a girl I.Vho spent a year
and a half at State two years ago
and finally hoodwinked someone
into saying he would -marry her.
The good old Spartan Daily played
it up big. Nothing’s too good for
anyone who ever took a short cut
across the campus to get to Sixth
street.
Before I close, howzabout shooting some reporter over here to
get my story on the beer I drank
last Thursday.
Disgustedly,
ASB 10032

5,

TILL
5 P.M.
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DEAR"

NEED A TYPEWRITER??
We Have Late Model Machines
At Student Rental Rates

AMERICAN OFFICE APPLIANCES
98 N. First St.
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CYpress 3-3063
Across street from Post Office

Spartans
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YM Skeds Conference
For Santa Cruz Camp

Different Plan
On Absences
For Faculty.

A three-day conference will be held at Camp Campbell, San
Faculty members here could
Jose YMCA camp in the Santa Cruz mountains, Dec. I, 2, and 3,
possibly get a "new deal" on their
combining recreation, serious discussion periods, and roughing it for sabbatical leaves, according to a
talk by Dr. Bert Morris of the
participants who make the week-end jaunt.
Sabbatical Leave committee of the
Theme of the Camp Campbell conference will be: "Power
local chapter of the American AsWhere it Comes From and How
sociation of University Professors.
to Handle it." Dr. and Mrs. StanDetails were revealed recently by
ley Benz vsill lead the .opening
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, chairman
discussion Friday evening (Dec.
of the AAUP here.
1) with a discussion of "The
In a talk at last week’s meeting
Power Seeking Individual."
of the AAUP, Dr. Morris pointed
Saturday morning Me, Leonard
out the unfavorable comparison
McConnell, executive secretary of
of state college leave setups with
the Family Service association of
other institutional leaves in CaliSanta Clara county, will speak
fornia.
and-conduct an open forum on
Added encouragement to job"Power Through Love, Courtship, doubtful engineering students was
The bone of contention lies in
and Marriage." Mr. Edgar Hornig, voiced by Dr. Ralph J. Smith re- the state college system of paying
asst. professor of history and so- cently in announcing a visit to a faculty member on leave the
cial science at SJS, will lead-a the-college-by -a representative of difference between his salary and
Saturday evening discussion, and the State Division of Highways. , the salary of the cheapest substianswer questions on "Power StrugMr. Herbert S. Miles, assistant tute that can be found for him.,
gle in the World Today." The last district engineer in this area was As Dr. Heath reported Dr. Morris’
discussion will be led by Dr. Mar- on campus last week seeking pros- talk, the state system of leaves
ion Bird, asst. professor of mathe- pects for work with the highway will work well for a- professor
matics at Washington equare, on department Smith said.
whose position far outstrips a posSunday. Subject for Dr. Bird’s
"A whole new field has been sible substitute’s. For a lower-paid
discussion will be ’’Finding Power opened up for our students." the faculty member this difference
Through Religious Faith."
SJS Engineering department lead- would not be so great.
A recreation program featuring er claimed. None of our students
Other institutions in California
hikes, social dancing, informal were ever placed directly With the offer their faculty members full
games, and outdoor sports, is Division of Highways until last pay for one-half of a year during
planned. It may have to be modi. spring, when five of our ’50 grad- their leave. It is, said that the
lied if weather is had. The group uates managed to secure jobs with State Dept. of Education plans 16
will do its own cooking and clean- the Division.
introduce a bill in the legislature
up, with each person being asOn the basis of work done by standardizing ’the half-year pay
signed specific duties for the the Spartan alumni. Engineer plan "in the near -future." Sabweekend.
Miles called at our office and batical leaves fall on every seventh
"We want anyone who is InInquired about additional can- year of instruction.
terested in doing some serious
didates," Smith said.
"Such a move certainly is enthinking and anyone who wants
form new friendships to come couraging, especially in, times such
along with us to Camp Camp- as these when most schools are
be!’
said Jewell Austin, con- plagued with the information that
engineering jobs are scarce,
fer,
chairman.
Interested students may sign up Smith asserted. He cited statistics
SI
at the Student Y. 272 S. Seventh revealing enrollment of college
Approximately 75 teachers atstreet. Total cost, including trans- freshmen in -engineering courses tended the physical education secportation, meals, and lodging for to be down all- over the United tion of the Santa Clara County
the three days (through Sunday States,
Teachers’ Institute in the San Jose
A year ago, such reports had State college Women’s Gym Monnoon) is $4.75. Each participant
must bring his own sleeping -bag some foundation, Dr. Smith indi- day to see demonstrations of physcated, but the situation has ical education activities to be
or bedroll.
changed greatly since then and taught in elementary schools, acthe false information should be cording to the Women’s P.E. decurbed. "The present outlook is part men t .
good! This is clearly emphasized
In announcing the institute.
by the visit of Mr. Miles. whose Mrs. Sarah Wilson. assistant proeinse
see- of- women’s physical Mu-gineers for this area -a highway cation, said the demonstrations
division ai-ea which now already were conducted by education maemployes 500 engineers."
jors enrolled in elementary school
physical education coUrses.
Student M.C.’s were: Miss Mar-

D
i
Highway Division
Moves to Employ
Engineering Grads

PE Teachers
’Gather in Gym

Bowling Is Party
Theme of Co-Rec

2

Ma3ier
TRULY FINE
SHOE REPAIRING
At No Extra Cost
SHOES DYED ANY COLOR
16 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
(Botween Firs+ & Second)
CYpress 4-9789

Co-recreation committee is holding a bowling party tonight at
Bridgeman’s
recreation
center.
Cars will leave the Women’s gym
at 6:30 p.m., according to Bill
Ernst co-chairman
Tickets for the party are still
available in the Graduate Manager’s office, but those who have
been unable to get tickets may
come also, Ernst informs.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan
CORONA UNDERWOOD
ROYAL REMINGTON
Est. 1900.
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
Free Parking Next Door
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Teachers Give Views
On US A-bomb Attack
By JACK HULSE
Radio and press sources are full of reports of a possible A-bomb
attack by U.S. bombers if the Chinese Communists become fully and
openly committed in the Korean war.
In view of this possible development, some faculty members were
asked: "What would be your response, mentally and emotionally, if
you saw headlines proclaiming the!
use of U.S. A-bombs on Asiatic I
I
territory?"
The aNswers:
Dr. Arturo a Fallico, associate I
professor of philosophy: "To read I
of such’ an act on the part of my
country would fill me with a sense
of deep personal shame.
"My objective reasons for this
shame would-be twofold.
"First, we would lose all moral
power still retained by us in enlisting the support of the masses

THRIFTY
CUT-RATE

DRUG STORE
25 W. SANTA CL4RA
CY 4-6414

WELCOMES
STUDENTS AND
FACULTY MEMBERS

SPECIAL DAILY
COUPON LUNCHES
Coupons good only on days indicated.
,
Valuable Coupon No. 3
THIS COUPON WORTH
10C
Cr. any Restaurant Purchase
of 40c or over.
y
This Coupon Good
Wednesday, Nov. 22. Only
Valuable Coupon No. 4
THIS COUPON WORTH
DR. HARRISON F. HEATH
who live under one form of despotism or another, and so do a
great dis-service to the democratic ideal of life.
"Second, from that point on we
would be committed exclusively
to the principle of force in our international relations."

10
Cr any Restaurant Purchase
of 40c or over.
This Coupon Good
Thursday, Nov. 23, Only
Valuable Coupon No. 5
THIS COUPON WORTH

10
Dr. Harold P. Miller, ’professor
On
any
Restaurant
Purchase
of English: "I would be completely
of 40c or over.
horrified at such news. Because of
This Coupon Good
the large-scale killing power of ’
Friday, Nov. 24, Only
the bolnb, and its long-lived effects, I would wonder if any end
we have can justify this horrible i
Valuable Coupon No. 6
means. If, in my first response to:
, -1- considered the bomb’s I
THIS COUPON WORTH
of basketball: John Davidson, vol- use as indiscriminate, I would exley ball: Frank Wilkens, inter- pect our enemies to make like use I
..
10
mediate folk .dance; and Larry of the weapon."
Mumma, pr i mary games and
On any Restaurant Purchase
Dr. Harrison F. Heath techniof 40c or over
rhythm.
Mrs. Wilson directed rhythmic cal coordinator: "My first itsipresThis Coupon Good
activities. Miss Janice Carkin "di- sion would be one of shock. As for
Saturday, Nov. 25, Only
rected athletic activities and Miss the wisdom of using this weapon.
Mary Wiley directed the sections that is a matter for our military
leaders to deride.
Valuable Coupon No. 7
teaching social dance.
COUPON WORTH
THIS
"Of course. we could begin expecting retaliation in kind."
Mr. James Jacobs, assistant t
10
professor of English: "The news4
Purchas
Restaurant
Cr’
any
of the A-bonmb use by our forces’
of 40c or over.
Going a long way for Thanks- would be troubling news. I’m,
This Coupon Good
giving turkey this year will be afraid I would seriously question!
Sunday, Nov. 26, Only
Mrs. Rispah Lindstrom, SJS Nurs- the morality of such a move, if,I
ing Education instructor, and her as I see it, our means are crooked I
then our aims also will be crookhusband. Carl.
Shortly after midnight tonight.
the couple will leave San Francisco ’airport’ and wing to Seattle.
The pair will travel north into!
Canada with E. J. Lindstrom, dean
of education at Seattle Pacific
college.
Besides the traditional hoIida
feast, the Lcistroms plan to
joy at least Wne day of moose and
grizzly hunting on the Ow Cariboo 1
trail near .the Frazier river.
321 North First Street
The San Jose couple plan to be I
DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I
back. early Monday morning, and!
FRIDAYS 2
the SJS instructor says ’she will
be present for her 8:30 class.,

Linstronis to Go
On Canadian Trip

Take Advantage of Our

SPECIAL RATES

DOWNTOWN LAUNDERETTE
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The
Freshest
Thing

46/
*te c’ite
i
I ITown
The Sat-Pel ibustie
DIERKS
r

421.

-

11

COFFEE and DONUTS at

131 West Santa Clara

371 West San Carlos

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
463 South Second Street
WEDNESDAYS 2

DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

GENERAL ECONOMY LAUNDERETTE
872. East Santa Clara Street
SUNDAY 2 DRYS FOR THE PRICE OF I

For Students Only
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Alphi Phis Look Back on
Full Fall Social Program
Putting the final touches to activity plans for the rest of fall
quarter are members of Beta Psi chapter of Alpha Phi sorority.
The gals are looking forward to a dance early next month at
Alum Rock park, a Christmas party to be given jointly with Delta
Upsilon at the Home of Benevolence, an alumnae bridge luncheon,
and a Christmas get-together at
the chapter house.
A dance given jointly with Delta Sigma Gamma at the Lyndon
hotel launched the fall social
hid for the A Phi’s. This was
followed shortly by another dance
held at Alum Rock park.
One of the highlights of the
term was a Founders’ day luncheon at the Fairmont hotel in San
Francisco. Members of the local
chapter,
Alpha Phi’s from Cal,
c
and alumnae from San Jose, San
Francisco, and the Peninsula attotaled.
ta dinner honoring the memhet,- parents %vas first among the
at-honie entertaining. Next was a
tea fating Mrs. Robert Laughlin,
district governor from San Mateo.
Exchange dinners were given with
Kappa Alpha early this month
and with Gamma Phi Beta last
week,
The Alpha Phi’s emerged from
the Homecoming festivities as
owners of the second place parade
trophy. Coffee and doughnuts

were featured at their pre-game
open house.
Alpha Phi initiates this quarter
numbered four. They were Jean
Bowman, Diane Pryor, Patricia
Harris, Dottie Gay McCormack
and Meriel Miller. President Rosemarie Gosselin conducted the
ceremonies at the ,chapter house.

n.

Bob Wharton
Gives Name to
Joyce Bromley
Bacon Chapel of the First Methodist church in Hollister was setting for the recent wedding of
San Jose State college graduate
Joyce Ellen Bromley to Robert
Wharton. The couple will make
their home at TresPinos.
The bride chose for her wedding, a gown of white net and
satin. Her illusion veil was sec
cured
by a halo hat of tulle
trimmed with seed pearls. The
former Miss Bromley carried a
bouquet of gardenias, stephanotis,
and a white orchid.
Honor attendant was Mrs. Leslie W. Spencer of San Jose.
Bridesmaid was Mrs. Marvin G.
Gragg of Los Gatos. Standing with
the benedict as best man was Bob
Marcheski. Bob Stuart seated the
guests.
The new Mrs. Wharton is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Bromley of Hollister. She is teaching currently at Emmett school
near that town. The benedict’s
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Wharton, also of Hollister.

mpbell Weds
vette Shouse at
Formal Ceremony A

Diu a
Bill
V

Dance, Tea, Dinner Finish
A0 Pi Autum Activities
A Christmas dance, housemother tea, and founders’ day dinner
are yet to come for members of the San Jose State college Alpha
Omicron Pi chapter.
Climaxing a busy fall activity schedule, the dance will be held at
Los Gatos’ Lyndon hotel in mid-December. The affair is being held
for the benefit of Kentucky Frontier nursing service, the sorority’s national philanthropy.
A banquet at Lucca’s in Santa
Clara early this fall was scene of
pledge initiation and opened he
season for the A 0 Pi’s. Newest
members are Frances Atkins,
Jackie Andre, Margaret Larsen,
Jeannette Gomes, Alicia Ward,
Marilyn Blue, and Mary Keller.
A Halloween party, a joint dessert with Lambda Chi Alpha, and
a joint barbecue with Alpha Tau
Omega came next on the agenda.

ert Franklin Lindrooth, national
president of Alpha Omicron Pi.
At the reception the sorority’s
western area scholarship plaque
was presented to two of ’the local
chapter’s last year pledge classes.

Come Homecoming time, the
Alpha 0 gals found themselves
possessors of the first prize trophy
for their parade float. Preceding
the St. Mary’s game the sorority
held open house.
Their honot
guests were Joe Bertin, student
body president at St. Mary’s university, and a group of his friends.
Last week’s highlight was a reception held in honor of Mrs. Rob-

Chi Os Plan Christmas
Doings; Review Quarter

The First Methodist church in
San Jose was setting for the recent wedding of San Jose State
college coed Yvette Shouse to Bill
Campbell.
Looking forward to their Christmas dance to be held at Hidden
The bride donned a gown of Valley early in December, Alpha Chi Omegas will soon be bringing
whits lace. and , satin fashioned Fall quarter activities to a close.
with tiny lace ruffles in the boutPlans have been made to present each sorority and fraternity
fant skirt. Her veil was secured
with wreaths when the A Chi Os go Christmas caroling just before
by a crown of orange blossoms
Also on thc
worn by her mother at her wed- the quarter ends.
slate
will
be
a
ski
trip
to Lake I out of the w a v, the members
and
ivy
trailed
Stephanotis
ding.
: Reliable prescriptions at_
9
I found themselves confronted with
from the bridal bouquet of white Tahoe for the members.
In casting a glance backward I the novice boxing tournament
orchids.
The bride was escorted to the the girls found autumn months Having chosen their theme as
DRUG CO.
Iti
flower bedecked altar by her fath- brimming with activity. Mrs. Lo- "Thunderbolts", and they and
\IF Prescription P4arnsacists
er, Robert D. Shouse of San Jose. riitta Scott, housemother, was Sigma Pi fraternity placed second
loo SOa ST SEC T
SAO 49$11. CAWS
4114
CY ----Waiting with the benedict was honored at tea. The Founder’s in the matches,
,
Gjen Campbell. Other male at- Day tea was held to commemoChateau Boussey was the scene!
tendtints were Robert Shouse, rate the beginning of the national of the annual masquerade dance
Duane Shoffner, and Bill Groth.
sorority at De Pau university on given at Haloween. Brent ’Wilson’s!
Preceding the bride down the Oct. 15, 1885. Barbara Deis and band supplied the
tempos and!
ribbon -marked isle were the Misses Beverly Ricketts handled arrange- .4
uonna Plank todk home honors
Province.
Carol Becker. Judy Jo
bunts for the affair..
for having the- most -original cos. I
’Hazel Shallenberger. Barbara
DRUGS
Attractive Joyce Warren was tunic.
Boyle and Pat Braun. The young the A Chi 0 candidate for HomeFOUNTAIN
Alpha Chi Omega officers are:,
’ ladies wore hoop-skirted gowns of coming queen and was jointly
TOILETRIES
lavender, pale green, yellow, and sponsored by Delta Sigma Phi fra- Joan Brodhead. president: Eve
Hanson, first vice president: Ar-blue hues.
TRAVELING NECESSITIES
"Tame the Galloping
ternity.
Wedding guests were entertain-, Gams..ws the theme of the float die Clinkscales. second vice presiat
! ed at a garden party and. dance which the girls entered in the dent: Elsie Lauson, corresPanding’
secretary; Lavonne Peter, record’ at the Shouse home following the homecoming
Reasonable Prices
parade under the ing secretary; Sally Dickman,
l
! reception in the church parlors. chairmanship of Wilma Loomis.
t rea surer.
The newlyweds honeymooned in
With ret Laming alums scarcely
northern California and Oregon
qr1/tt
The bridegroom is t he son of
-PH AR MACY
!Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Campbell of
!San Jose. The new Mrs. CampItaPePE IT
10th & William
bell’s parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Shouse, also of this city.
Prior to San Jose State college
the former Miss Shouse attended
Fremont Union high school.
plans of Mary Salt
and Don Tatrom-trware- arrnatmersi
at a recent party in the home of
the benedict-elect’s parents.
I Mile North of Mt. View
Jennifer .Salt of Hollywood, the
bride-to-be’s niece, passed tins
Roger Frelier, State ’43
parchment scrolls bearing the couple’s names among the guests.
Closed Mondays & Tuesdays
just lug
Maybe a date, maybe a ring? We can help you
Young Miss Salt is the daughter
say you
look domestic
a bag of Chatterton Cookies
of Waldo Salt, screen writer of
-The Philadelphia Story" and "The
baked ’ern and feed the prospect ...
Flame and the Arrow."
The prospective bridegroom is
the son of Mr. !and Mrs. H. H.
Tit comb of San JOIse. He attended
CYpress 4-3717
Opposite YWCA
221 S. 2nd
San Jose State college and was a
member of Delta Theta 0111M1
fraternity.
The bride-elect’s parents are
Mrs. Ruth Salt of Salem, Ore., and
William -S4t of San Jose. Her
alma matM is Los Gatos high
in
fine
delicate
and
We specialize
school.

MOREREADFLEMTNG

PRESCRIPTIONS’
P L ItS -

Hare von tried

MAUER’S
CAFETERIA
where you can choose your menu
from many appealingly
displayed entrees.
175 SOUTH FIRST ST.
"kr

MUSIC LOVERS!
A SPECIAL PURCHASE
ENABLES US TO OFFER
YOU A COMPLETE
SELECTION OF . . .
LONG PLAY RECORDS

99

at JUST

INCLUDES.ALL TYPES
OF RECORDS FROM
JAM TO SPIRITUALS
Exclusive in San Jose
. at

Campi’s Music
50 S. FIRST

CYpress 3-9291
r

t44

Open ’till 10 p.m.
CY 2-5502

Jc
SE
cc

Don Titeomb and
Mary Salt Reveal
Marriage
Marriae
ff Plans

th

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room

Hi Ya, Gals -Lookin’ for Somethin’?

114
Si

COSTUME CREATIONS

CHA’TTERTON BAKERY

VARIETY & VALUE

COME IN AND MAKE YOUR
SELECTION . . . $1.00

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

garments. FormalsBlouses
Sweaters Knit Suits
4-HOUR PERVICE IF DESIRED

ART CLEANERS
390 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 3-9309

"Catering to those Who Care"
’GEORGE TANNER. Ownr-Operator

Pratt lid! Girls
Plan Formal Boll
Shining icicles and wispy snowflakes will be the decor at Pratt
Hall on Dec. 2 when the girls present their annual formal ball, according to Tiudy Cooper, president.
Herb Patnoe’s orchestra will
provide the musical background
as Pratt Hall girls and guests
dance from 8:30 to 12 o’clock in
the evening. Intermission entertainment will be presented by-the
girls.

COMPLETE SELECTION
FOUND AT SAN JOSE’S NEWEST
JEWELRY, STORE

Onig ornery
Aweller3

"WHERE VALUE AND FRIENDSHIP MEET"

207 SO. FIRST
ALL NEW STOCK

al
Jc

-

DZs Top List
Of Sororities
In Scholarship
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Kappas Bold Turkey Day
Hear
Spinners
Spartan
Feast; Plan for Holidays
Gadbury-Woodside News

111

Paving the way for the holidays ahead, Kappa Kappa Gamma
Delta Zeta sorority topped the
list of scholastic achievement for sorority hostessed their annual Thanksgiving dinner last night. Guest
Announcing her engagement last night at a meeting of Spartan
the ten national sororities on the af honor was Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie. The group enjoyed "turkey
Spartan campus, according to a with all ’ -e trimmin’s" according to Pat Dyer, publicity chairman. Spinners was Robinette Woodside. She revealed future wedding
release from the’ Dean of Women’s
Last Thursday night the feed -giving Kappas entertained at one plans for her and her husband-to-be,William Gadbury.
Miss Woodside, member of the Spartan Daily staff, is the
office recent14,
of their monthly Kappa Korn din-0-With an over-all average ,of ners. The dinner followed the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Woodside of Lodi, ’Calif. She
1.81, Delta Zetas walked off with Spanish theme used by Delta Sigattended Lodi Union High school
first place honors and were ap- ma Gamma and the Kappas at
and is now a junior majoring in Joseph Cadbury of this city and
proached in second place by Alpha the novice boxing tournament. The I
journalism at San Jose State col- Mrs. Frieda Gadhury of, Mexico
Omicron Pi with a 1.76 average.
lege. A member of the Thirty City
next night the gals journeyed over
Following are the grade point to the DSG house for an evening
Club, she plans to be graduated
No definite date has been set
averages for the eight remaining of
in December of 1951.
for the wedding ceremony.
groups: Ka ppa Kappa Gamma,
.
,
Cadbury, now serving with the
On the full future slate for the
1.72; Alpha Chi Omega, 1.67;
The chancel of Trinity Episco- i U.S. Ariny, attended San Rise
Kappa Kappa Gammas is a dance
Gamma Phi Beta
1 .67. Chi
Lyndon to be given pal church was setting for the , Stafe calege where he majored in
Omega, 1.63; Delta Gamma, 1.51; at the Hotel
Delta Gamma, an ex- afternoon candlelight wedding 1 engineering. He is the son of
Let us print your
Kappawith
Kappa Alpha Theta, 1.48; Sigma
name on your
cange dinner with Pi Kappa Al Kappa, 1.47; Alpha Phi, 1.39.
which recently united in marriage
dinner with Deli Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. EIJI.
The above averages were corn- p a ’ an exchange
and a house Christmas former Spartan Patricia Ann J e f- 1 ward M. Jefferson.
piled as a result of grades earned ta Upsilon,
ferson and Dr. Philip Lane Kon- I The bridegroom is a graduate of
party.
We have hundreds of the very
by the individual girls last spring
finest cards to choose from.
, the University of California School
quarter.
Also in the future is one of the IgSberg’
Largest showing of
and he is now nracDentistry,
I
of
For
the
intimate
ceremony,
the
I
main activities of the quarter, a
Oakland. He 14-4"."’"
former
Miss
Jefferson
chose
a
balI
tieing
in
Christmas party given jointly
her of Psi Omega fraternity. His
.30e to $1.50
with Theta Chi for the orphans at let-ma length gown of imported I
are Dr. and Mrs. Charles
The white organdy over yellow taffeta !parents
the Brandon Guest home.
Konigsberg
of
Oakland.
guys and gals will distribute gifts decorated with hand embroidery.
She carried a shower bouquet of
Many beautiful framed pictures
and present a program.
SPARTAN DAILY
bouvardia centered by a white
and prints. Copper, brass and
In a recent ceremony at the
San Jose State College
pottery pieces.’
kmong past activities are a orchid and wore a wreath of bouEntered as second class matter April
Stone church near Willow Glen Halloween exchange given with vardia in her hair.
Printing &
14,1934, at San Jose, California. unclei
former - coed Maxine Miller he,. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and one of a
Mrs. James E. Jefferson -was
act of March 3. 1879.
Stationery
came the bride of Richard V. series of dinners featuring faculty her sister-in-law’s sole attendant..,
Beck. The new Mrs. Beck wore a speakers. Dr. Laurence Motiat Her gown, also ballerina length. Full leased wire service of United Press
Press of tlai Globe Printing Company,
traditional gown of off-white satin spoke to the girls.
was fashioned in lavender organ- 1445 S. First Si., San Jose California.
South of San Fernando
East Sid*
accented by a chantilly lace veil.
First Kappa activity of the year dy. Matching mitts, a halo-hat. Member, California Newspaper PublishWhite gladioli and streamers
Association.
er’s
pink
carnations
of
and
a
bouquet
marked the rainbow Bible which was a joint initiation and foun- completed her ensemble.
celebration held at the
ders’
she carried.
Charles Konigsberg waited with
el Lyndon. Carol Ann Cottle,
Darlene Wescoatt and Mesfa Groverman, Jill Nelson, Lou- his brother at the altar while FAdames Herbert Clattenbarg,
escorted his
Bronson D. Miller. and V. Allan ise Wallace, and- Patty Bolton ward M. Jefferson
Miller preceded the former Miss were the students admitted to the daughter down the aisle. Jerry
sorority. Helen Jung Siegrist. Al- Jefferson, the bride’s brother,
Miller to the altar.
wore
guests.
gowns of taffeta with nylon net lenian alumna and past president, seated the
Miss Jefferson was
former
also
initiated.
The
was
overskirts in autumn shades of
graduated from San Jose State
brown and chartreuse.
college as a music major. Her
Male attendants were
Don
campus affiliations included La
Newbold, V. Allan Miller, and
Fidele
and Sappho societies. She
Jack Townley.
now teaches at Brisbane school.
The new Mrs. Beck returned
from her Carmel honeymoon to
assume a- teaching position at Ct
Hillside school in Berkeley. Her 11,31I
husband , resumed his studies at
San Francisco State College. The , Honeymooning in southern Cali newlyweds are making their home fornia were former Spartans, Mr.
and Mrs. Brice Robert MacDonA dinner party was the scene of
at 1841 Spruce street, Berkeley.
ald. The bride was Miss Joanna the engagement announcement of
Margaret Gray and Roberti
NewsMargaret Bosley. The couple
peated theit noPtial-vows et a- re--- Schirmer recently. The-betrothal
cent afternoon ceremony in the news was heard at the hOrne of
Mission San Antonio de Padua.
Irene Ortega on Seymour street in
San Jose.
The new Mrs. MacDonald is the
Miss Gray is the daughter. of
Recent additions to the ranks of daughter of Mrs. Eldrir I. Bosley Mr. and Mrs. James A. Gray of
altar-bound Spartan couples are of San Jose. Her husband is the Watsonville. She is a student
Joanne K. Wilson and Homer L. son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mac- nurse at San Jose Hospital, arid is
Dale. The couple have not yet Donald of Carmel. Prior to his attending San Jose State college
graduation from San Jose State
announced a wedding date.
as part of her training.
MiA Wilson is a student at San college MacDonald was affiliated
Schirmer is the son of Mr. and
Joie, hospital school of nursing and with Theta Chi.
Mrs. Reuben A. Schirmer of RivBefore
San Jose State college.
The former Miss Bosley’s bal- erside. He was graduated from
coming to San Jose, she studied at
Ierina length wedding gown was of San Jose State college in June,
Del Norte county high school and
., toast colored chantilly lace. She 1949 and is now employed by a
State
wore an ice-pink off the face hat local firm.
and
Mrs.
the daughter of Judge
and brown accessories. A corsage
S. F. Finley of Crescent City.
of pink and brown orchids com!NAN’S
Dale: a ’former student at San
plemented her ensemble.
Jose State college, is now eniployComplete
Fried
--ed-with-the California State -DiviWhen-itte---newtyweds -returnedChicken
sion of Highways. His parents are from their honeymoon they made
Dinners
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Date.
their home in Pacific Grove. The
including
of
bride is employed in the field
Dessert
industrial technology in that city.

F

ormer Coed Weds
n Aft ernoon Rites
At Local Church

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Couple Exchange

BOX ASSORTMENTS

Vo% s at Church
Near Willow Glen

Home Decorations

MELVIN

118 S. SECOND

Bring Your Gang To The

CHALET CAFE

They

For This Year’s Outstanding
THANKSGIVING DINNER

Couple Takes
Hone moon in
. California

Student Nurse Tells
Engagement News

Complete Dinners from $1.00 up
37 W. San Carlos Street

Eno
gag e
Tells Frtends of
Dale -Wilson Plans

1"

DGs Initiate One

Recently initiated into the ranks
of Delta Gartinia- active membership was Deborah Tibbets. She is
a kindergarten-primary major who
copies to the Spartan campus from
Alameda. Debbie has -been active
in campus activities as well as in
sorority affairs. Last year she was
an executive on the Lyke staff.

400

NEW GAMES
IS Purzles
Cootie Jack Pot Dice
Travel Quiz. Fof Choy’ Fortune
3 -Deck Canasta

Curtis Lindsay Inc.
Supplies
Books Stationery Office
77 SO.FIRST ST.

Mr. Anthony’s

HOUSE of FLOWERS
234 S. 2nd

tri),

CY 4-6595

Quilted Cotton
Campus Coats

"The Place That’s Different"

Wear it is the dorm

Serving "Out-of-this-World" Specials

if on the campus
it skiing!

Italien-American Dinners

Gay

wear
wear

cotton

calico in pretty print.

COMPLETE and A LA CARTE

HOURS
I A.M. Daily
Sundays and Holidays
2 P.M. to 4 P.M.

5 P.M. to
Flowers For All Occasions
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY
10% Discount to All Studentsi

A LA CARTE
Spa g hetti
Ravioli
75c

DINNER
Spaghetti
Ravioli
$ I .25

93 WILLOW ST.
For Special Attention
and Reservations
Call CYpress 5-6400

7.95

-

1:3 I vonvs
ROBE SHOP

71MIM
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Teaching, Advising Fill
Busy _Profs Schedule
By JACK HULSE /
is a "natural" instructo..
Jacobs
Beaming James
freshman adviser and English instructor
young
The personable
in kindergarten. He accomplished this
while
lecture
gave his first
found moon to leave the room.
teacher
his
time
each
not-mean feat
up to the front of the room*
toddle
would
Jacobs
At such times
crawl ontp his teacher’s desk, and,
proceed to harangue his fellow’
student.; on the relative merits of ,1
- little Black Sambo.
N o w 35 years old, and no
longer speaking from desk -tops,
the vsir-haired Mr. Jacobs remains neck -deep in the profesinstructing
not
When
sion.
freshmen English classes, Mr.
Jacobs teaches basic English at
san Jose high school on Tuesday and Thursday nights to peobackple of foreign-speech
grounds. On Wednesday nights
the dynamic Jacobs attends
stanford in quest of a PhD, in
- English and psychology.
This schedule, allowing no time
tor extracurricular activities like’
hr. athing. also includes the job of I
ad’ isin,.; I he Theta Chi fraternity
here. As a tribute to Mr. Jacobs
th, fraternity brothers have madel
him a full member of their social
orcanization. Another task for the
rk:-Iless Jacobs is the guidance of
, the fre,hman class through the
nmzes of student government.
What gives Mr. Jacobs more
bounce than a had check?
It’s simply his interest in people
and an overplus of good humor.
It wouldn’t be far wrong to say
that Mr. Jacobs’ job is people.
Students’ coming to his B-I1 office
never get the brush off from Mr.
Jactabs.
this way.
Ale student said it
"He’s alttas busy, but he’ll give
his time and make you feel
ictrt ant in the bargain.
R.ec real ion comes into Mr.
Jaesbs’ life in the form of tennis and -contesting." A "con-

Popular Christmas
_Record Selections
Wide assortment of albums with
favorite slats . . . Bing Crosby,
Denith Day, Fred Waring, The
Three Suns, The Bach Choir . . .
end rns-y more.
S.sg: records, too.
COME IN AND LISTEN

9eigguAstin
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tester," according to Mr. Jacobs,
Is oise uho tries to win prizes
by ’Writing to a company and
telling them why you think
their product is peachy-keen
in 25 words or less. Among Mr.
Jatobs’ prizes are: a bicycle (for
naming the "zip Zigger" bicycle): a six -months’ supply of
soft water; and a ten-pound
roast enthroned on a silver
platter.
Mr. Jacobs sometimes gets a
chance to talk to his wife, Mary,
and his children. Mary Kay (6),
James Harry 117 months), and
Margaret Denise (two and onehalf weeks).
A quick review of Mr. Jacobs’
history will further reveal how
busy a man can be. He cap-

JAMES JACOBS
hired his AB In 1939 at Santa
Clara. In 1940 he received his
MA at Gonzaga. At both institutions his studies paralled arduous Jesuit discipline. In 194041, he taught English, drama,
public speaking, and tennis at
St. Ignatius high school in San
Francisco.
During World War II, Mr. Jacobs served in the Army medical
corps. He saw much duty in treatHe rose from
ing mental ills.
private to First Lieutenant in his
Army career. On his return to
civilian life he gained more experience in psychology at the
Alexander sanitarium near Belmont. He came to San Jose State
college in 1946.

She’d love
to meet you
at the
art gii

al kfreanierv,5.7,7,1.
From the Lapels
- - to the Cuffs
Measured to )ou ses frail times
to guarantee a perfect fit . . .
that’s a (Trill that gives )flu
) our best appearance.

"Time Pay
or Budget If You Like"

JOHN W. BENSON
31:

Custom Tailors for Alen and Er omen
cYpiese 3.1919
qt. $im Antonio St. ,

Novice Coach Professors Reject Clever Canine
Wants Boxers New Propositions Eyes Skeleton ,
In Top Form
By JACK HULSE
Is college heavenly?
Hardly.
Well, it could have been if certain suggestions to Dr. Raymond
Msohec’s committee on improved
teaching at SJS had been followed.
(Such as allowing students to
evaluate instructors.)
It all came out at last week’s
meeting of the local chapter of
the Ameriaaa Aiaociation of
Univetsity Professors. Seems

By KEITH GARDNER
Maintaining a I6 -unit schedule
and siMultaneously training a
team of novice boxers takes it out
of a man. This is the opinion of
Don DeMello, San Jose State college senior and coach of the team
that grabbed second place in the
college’s recent Novice Boxing
tournament.
DeMello’s team, sponsored by
Sigma Pi and Alpha Chi Omega,
fought its way to second place
despite the loss of two members,
which reduced the "Thunderbolts" to a mere four men.
Two of the four, Ed Damonte,
125 pounds, and Ted Springston,
heavyweight, slugged their way
through to the finals and won
their respective weight divisions.
Queried on this, DeMello replied:
"It’s strictly a matter ’of condition. A novice has no boxing
skill to speak of; the best you
hope for is an aggressive boy
who’s willing to train and train
and t r a Yet until he’s in good
shape.
A native San Franciscan and exGI, DeNlello fought a number of
amateur bouts for his alma meter,
Lincoln high school, for the San
Francisco Olympic Club, and for
San Jose State collegeduring his
freshman year.
"I think the time element is
what makes the Novice tournament tough," he says. "When
you’ve got only six to eight
weeks to get a team together,
teach ’em a few fundamentals,
and work them into good condition, it really puts the pressure
on.
"The main thing to remember
with these novices, though, is not
to try to teach them too much.
If you try to hammer two or three
dozen different skills into a man,
he’s going to forget all of them
as soon as he climbs into the ring.
But if he’s got just a few basic
skills that he’s practiced over and
over, he’s a lot more apt to remember them."
Questioned on what he thinks
is the most important aid a manager can have. DeMello answered:
"Sparring partners. Lots of
sparring partners. I lost nine
pounds working out with my
boys."

By RAY HASSE
"Brother, could ouse spare a
bone?"
Dr. J. Bennet Olson looked at
the gaunt individual that had
walked into the Biology office and
considered him from an educator’s ,viewpoint. The hungry interest with which the visitor eyed
the various educational aids about
the office was a gratifying sight.
sound of excited sniffing.
however, soon revealed an ulterior
motive and Dr. Olson sprang into
action. The visitor beat a hasty
retreat, and the educator eyed
with pride the department’s human
skeleton he had just saved from
canine consumption.
Outside the door, the departing
individual chanced a backward
glance and glowered down h !:
’ doggy nose.
I loarder !

.

AIMINNIV

Car Service
After 7 p.m.

,
,

Rob Stone Hopes
For Photo Career
Typical of the men students at
San Jose Sate college is Robert D.
Stone, 2, a native of Dunsmuir.
Calif., at present iiving with six
other male students at 228 N.,
Ninth street in a college-approved’
house known to its occupants as
"Airwick Manor."
A senior press -photography major, Bob intends to make his ca. I
reer that of magazine article illustrating. although his secret am- I
bition is to own and operate a
liquor -dispensing "eatery" in no
pert iCtilar locality.
’ Educated at Dunsmuir. In the
extreme northern part of the
state, Bob always hes been interested in photography..
By means of admitted political pull he obtained positions on
his high school yearbook and
newspaper, gaining experience
which helped him to attain his
present rating as Chief Photographer’s mate in the Naval Re- ,
serve.
Among the countries visited during h is three-year Naval duty
were China. Japan and Korea and
various islands that the AmeiiCan
forces wrested from the Japanese:
Stone’s spare -time activities include, besides girls, ham radio
otwation,
ing deer and
pheasant, and performing -heeded
miracles on his 1941 car, which I
he expects to paint magenta soon. i
"rm now Chief -in -charge of
Aerial Photography of the West
Coast Photographic squadron of
the Naval Reserve," the youth I
stated modestly, rifling the I
pages of a book.
"If the draft doesn’t get me,
graduate in January, and
hope to get a job then with an
oil development company as
aerial pluttogrepher."

af

Open Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m...12:30 a.m.
Sat. fill 3:00 a.m.
Closed Sunday Evening

Burgerbaskef 50C
DR. RAYMOND MOSHER
that Dr. Mosher’ was outlining
some of the suggestions sent to
the committee in regard to improved teaching methods.
As reported by faculty sources
(usually reliable) the committee
received, from various factions, the
following suggestions
(all rejected):
I. Suggested that the committee
consider student
appraisal
of
teaching. This was tagged "unsatisfactory" by the committee.
2. Suggestion to the committee that competition could be
fostered among, different sections of the same class or course.
This idea was rejected as "impractical."
3. Suggestion that an appraisal
of teaching could be made by
alumni. The committee ruled this
out on the ground that alumni
could not be cxpected to remember
their instructors; especially in
their lower-class courses.
As Karl Marx probably said,
"You guys can’t expect your revolution overnight."

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

French Fries, Onions, Pickles, Oil
1098 E.

EASY PARKING
AT

Roberts
Typewriter Co.

L. C. Smith
Royal

Underwood
Remington

Largest & Best
Rental Stock
in San Jose
Special Rates to Students156 WEST SAN FERNANDO
CYpress 2-4842

Getting MARRIED?
We handle
ENGAGEMENTS
WEDDINGS
INVITATIONS

VICTOR LAMAR
Printing
82. S. Second

CV 4-6074

can je4e:41
Ppone

eib

For a delicious Thanksgiving Dinner or a weekend treat. We’ll
have a Turkey that will make your palate water, and as usual
our specialty
DELICIOUS PRIME RIB ROAST
Senora Steaming Hot from the Cart

Here’s wishiffg a Happy Thanksgiving Holiday
to everyone at Son Jose State College.
For
Reservations
Call

1.330 THE ALAMEDA

CY 4-7141

Miss Helen Mignon
Remembers Days Mrs. Lortsch Reminisces,
Of Normal School Tells of European Studies
Wednesday November 22, 1950

SPATAN DAILY
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By DOROTHY J0(7.
By MONTE DAYTON
Miss Helen Mignon of the home
The name of St. Petersburg, Russia had not yet been bolshevised
economics department has probto Leningrad, and five-year plans were just around the corner when
ably been around the San Jose
State college campus longer than Mrs. Vara B. Lortsch was born in the Baltic area, near the Finnish
any other faculty member. She border.
first came to the college around
Daughter of a Russian diplomat, Mrs. Lortsch had occasion its
the turn of the century.
travel widely, eventually- came to
Things around Washington
the United States, and now teachSquare have changed considerably
es art at SJS.
Since the days when Miss Mignon
In accompanying her father
.was a student, and these changes
ahe-taready and willing to discuss. on his official tours throughout Europe Mrs. Lortsels tic B’nai B’rith Hillel will hold a
San Jose State college was then scribed herself as a "lady of bingo and card party in Alexander
leisure".
While pla)ing this
a two-year normal school with a
hall of the YMCA, Third and
Student body of. 900. When schol- "leisurely" role, she managed to Santa Clara streets, Monday at 8
ars completed their course, they study in Italy, Berlin, Bauhaus, o’clock. Prizes of cash and mersigned a contract to teach for two and Paris:
chandise will be awarded to winHer art interests led to a pro- ners of individual games, accordyears. During that period they
had to make regular reports to koorship at the Academy of Fine ing to Dave Stoloff, co-chairman
rand Applied Arts in Munich. of the event.
the college .and could not. marry.
In those days mem/ of the where she taught seven years. 1
Following t
ernes. refreshstudents were not high school "The Germans are wonderful peoments will be served. The reple.
It’s
the
same
everywhere,"
graduates. "In fact, that was
mainder of the evening will be
the big dividing line between she said with a faint accent,
devoted to social dancing. All Inus" said Mina Mignon, "instead "There are good people every
Wrested students are Invited to
of this freshman, sophomore, where, and had
’ attend, according to Gene Westin.Mrs. Lortsche’s twinkling blue
Junior, senior business."
co-chairman with Stoloff.
The social activities were more eyes have taken in the homogeny
of
Europe
with
the
result
that
she
closely integrated into campus
life then than they are now, and is an ardent enthusiast for peowere under the firm jurisdiction of ple. "When you travel you aca preceptress (roughly comparable quire an international outlook,"
she said matter-of-factly.
to dean of women).
Once a woman of title, Mrs
"All of our dances had to be
held on campus, as I well recall. Lortsch’s mien is that of one who
Since we could have an outside would be at ease mending a pair
orchestra for only one dance a of socks or renouneieg an over year, I had to play the piano for pompous dignitary..
the college band," said Miss MigWhile teaching -in Munich.
non.
Mrs. Lortpteli met an American
Dress was also under the super- who persuaded her to come to
America. The two women eame
vision of the preceptress.
135 E. SAN ANTONIO, OFF 4)h
here together and Mrs. Lorttsch
*We couldn’t go around town
remained one year. She went
without a hat on," Miss Mignon
back to Munich, determined to
recalled. "And if we wore a
return to America and live.
skirt like the one you’re wear-"It is very hard to get into this
ing," she said, pointing to the
slit in what this reporter had country," she recalled. "I did not
formerly considered a conserv- wish to enter under the quota.
professor, I thought I
ative model, -the preceptress Beige
would have pinned it or sewed it could enter easily." After multitude of rigorous physical and men- up:"
tat tests the immigration official
Sports at San Jose State col., blocked the applicant with this
I
lege also have changed consider- brainteaser: "What is eleven times,
ably in the intervening years. eleven?" "I hesitated for just a I
"There was no organized physical I-moment" she said, "and -he asked
education program. Our athletic me
Of course I knew the
y
activities centered in tenniti and answer, but I was so tired . . . it
croquet." Miss Mignon explained. made me kind of angry,"
There was no parking protilem ’
Despite these minor obstacles,
around Washington square in the Mrs. Lortsch reached the westmerry days of yore. "When we ern world,
became a United
went places we often went by hay States citizen and decided on
wagon, and we probably had more Oakland as a "Mee place to
THE All-NEW
fun than you do," she declared.
live." she became a faculty
Who has the most fun is a
member at the College 1)f Arts
moot question, but down through
and Crafts in Oakland in 1990
MMKOROM I
the years Miss Mignon has not
and remained there until 1940.
The
NOW Al
life.
lost her ability to enjoy
Art, especially that involving
tart bits of humor that ~ape crafts, is her hobby. She said it is
from the forbidding front she hard for her students to properly
tries to put up, prove the fore- connect art with skills such as
going statement.
leather work. "In Europe this is
Further proof is furnished by termed "applied art" "I have not
the interesting hobbies which Miss been here long enough to make a
71 E. SAN FERNANDO
Mignon has, according to her fel- comparison of this college with
bird
A
low faculty members.
others, but I do know I like my
fancier, Miss Mignon has several students, and hope they like me."
parrots, and a tame, talking magpie, it is reporfed.
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
Another hobby of hers is but=_
IN THe-BAY AREA
J-DEPARTMtNTS
ton collecting. Her teaching associates say she has several but.itigniriMAWRWS
tons dating muck to old Egypt
and Revolutionary times in the
United States.
. In addition to carrying on these
tighter pastimes-, Miss - Mignon
TursVe CUT
fti).416
Manages to be one of the leading t
authorities on dietetics in this
WALArAnii
area. According- to one of her
every
eagerly
reads
friends, she
tilt of literature that she can obtain on the subject.

’Hine’ Will Hold
Bingo, Card Party

Pictuad abose are officers and new members of the Order of
Golden Shovel, honorary fraternity of the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. Arranged around a plaque bearing the slogan, Get Out and
"Dig for Business", are Ted Short, Pete Edmondson, Pat Dyer, Bob
(’arlton. Tom Ellis, Ed Gasper, Bill Francis, Ray Lyon, and Bill
fain. Charley Berryessa, another initiate, was not present.
photo -b Zimmerman

Eight Vophyte Diggers
Embrace Golden Shovel

es which "has broken every record in the book."
The eight, who have obtained
48 13-week contracts are:
(*hark.% Berryessa, Bill Cain,
Ted Short, Ed Gasper, Peter
Edmondson, Tom Ellis, Pat
Dyer, and Bob Carlton.
. At the present time these advertising majors, with the help of
The initiation, a mystic affair
the other staff men, have acfull of symbolism understood by
quired an all-time record of 5500
advertising Men only, was pre- .
inches of local advertising. Fransided over by President Bill
cis said That he has set a goal of
Francis, business manager of
8000 .local inches for the group,
the Daily.
and "if it’s attained, I believe that
Francis introduced the eight it will never be broken."
new ’diggers" who, along with
Thus far, the Daily has pubothers dh this quarter’s. staff, have lished more issues nd more pages
enabled the advertieleg members than during any comparable time
of the student papers to secure an in any ’previous quarter.
amounfbf nhttonstrIr Ineal inch- ,
"By the end of Autumn quart
ter, I honestly think- that every
member on the staff each will
SANDWICHES
have *old five IS-week contracts
GOOD DONUTS
and become eligible for the
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
order," Francis said. "This is
really remarkable, too, because
there are only four experienced
persons on my staff"
The Order of the Golden Shovel
was begun about a year-and-ahalf ago when the Daily started
pushing for such agrnments with
advertisers. Somebody told the
advertising men to "get out and
dig for business." The phrase became a by-word in the Daily office, and now when a member secures the necessary number of
13-week agreements, he is initiated into the organization and
presented with a miniature golden
125 S. FOURTH
I shovel.
By ACK GALLAGHER

There wascandlelight (but no
wine) last week at the semiformal initiation of the Order of i
the Golden Shovel, honorary fraternity of the Spartan Daily advertising staff, at which a record
number of new members were
welcomed into the order.
-

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP

Gives NEW LIFE
to your clothes!

"Retex"

Pressing lasts longer!
Mothproofettt-

goldett Wetit

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. Third Street Main Plant
231 Willow
275 E. William
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara
386 E, Rsild

CYpress 2-1052
24th 8 Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, WiHow Glien

Home Delivery... Piping Hot!!

Sandwiches
Pie
Ice Cream
Milk
Candy
Complete
Box
Lunches

San Jose Box Lunch

THE so =lin
WORLD’S I
FASTES1
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER
Hunter-Peterson I
Equipment Co.

Alta

Aero Profs Meet
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ChineJe Zanier’? Peiturant

CY 2-8772

_

173W.
Santa Clara

P.M. - 1 A.M.
Sat. ’till 3 A.M.

9’ Aeronautics instructors James
tams and Thomas Leonard attendof the California
s meetin
atiod Association at
viation
Hammer field, Fresno, last weektint
First point discussed was the
slandardization of aviation training as offered in junior colleges.
Such standardization, said Mr.
Leonard, will aid state colleges to
evaluate a student’s work record
upon his transfer from junior college.
Modern requirements and needs
in the field was presentbd by representatives from the aviation industry.

CYpress 4-2091

STAYING IN TOWN?,
Let us be your host on

THANKSGIVING DAY
Our

DeLuxe

TURKEY DINNER $1.75
Includs soup, salad, Italian appetite’s, spaghetti and our famous ravioli,
giblet gravy, dressing, sweet potatoes, visgstfaiblis, cranberry sauce.

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
175 SAN AUGUSTINE (Downstairs)
I’
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1950 Novice Tournament Boxers Crowned

’Mural Games
Resume Play
On Wednesday
The intramural touch football
playoffs
will
be
played
off
Wednesday of next week following
Thanksgiving vacation, Coach Bill
Perry announced yesterday.
"The football fields will have
to dry up before any .games can
be played on them," he added.

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
CY 4.6075
AAAApproved

Delta Upsilon will try to prevent Sigma Alpha Epsilon from
winning its fifth intramural title In a row. This game will deckle the fraternity championship.
Winners of the 1950 Novice tournament are, from left to right. Carson Ward (DSG), 120-1b.; Ed
Damonte (SP), 125-lb.; Bill Wilson (ATO), 13.5 lb.; Bill Derrick (TC), 143 lb.: Ted Witwer (DSG).
130-1b. title winner and the tourney’s outstandingboxer: Ray Lelunkuhl (DU), 190-1b.; Dec Portal,
boxing coach and tournament director; Ray Salazar (PKA), 155-lb.: Ted Springston. heavyweight;
Don flufhines (TC), 165-lb.; and Jack Stahlheber (KA), 175-1b. champ. The Junior Novice boxing tournament will begin Tuesday, November 28, and will continue through Thursday.

Did’ja know that the P.E. department is musically inclined?
Their favorite at the Moment is
Prompted
’’Let’s do it again."
no doubt, by the forthcoming Junjct. boxing tournament slated fm.
Tlesday, Wednesday and Thursday of next week.

ALOHA
FOOTBALL
TEAM

AL’S FOUNTAIN

Rosin Ramblin’s
By GLENN BROWN

Newman club tangles with
Rambling Wrecks for the Independent championship and the
right to meet the winner of frat
contest for the intramural title.

’Golden Boy’

belted his sparing partner with a
lusty right.
"Mean to tell me that doesn’t
give you confidence?" Topoian
swung his boxer around and pointed at another battle royal across
the gym.

Dec. 7-12

100% Virgin Wool Shirts
Decated Fabric
$895

"They look pretty good to me."
the still-unconvinced Novice venOnce again those pugilistic tured.
Jrthies who so ably conducted
"Asv. svhatta ya talkin’ about?"
tr e Novice extravaganza are warsetting the wheels in motion Topoian shouted with a wave .of
for another exhibition of leather his hand, ’’They’re wide open.’
shneing and well -planned confusThe potential Junior entrant
ion.
Confusioncourtesy of the
nodded. "Yeah, maybe your right."
(leeks.
"Ya can’t miss, kid, ya can’t1
22 W. San
And the coaches, after going miss."
through the annual post-Novice
ntual of beating their heads
against a ring post, are once again
A FAVORITE AT
preparing to field a team.

MEN’S P.E. CLASSES
HELD HERE
Fred

Duffy’ Paiva, Mgr.

We feature a full line of
Bowling Ball Begs and Shoes

SCOTCH CLAN COLORS

12 Lanes

Be sure to come in and see our new
SPARTAN BUcKLES $1.95

FOUNTAIN & LUNCH

Otto gal6Paith

JOSE BOWL

Antonio

Open from 10 A.M.

CYpreu 4-8768

172 W. Santa Clara

CY 3-9727

FOR YOUR ACTIVE CAMPUS UFE . . .

SAN JOSE STATE

Dusting off their stock -in -trade
Dale Carnegie’s "How To Make
Friends and Influence People"--the $ "whiz-kid" mentors sp..nt
Monila) trying to convince Novice
entrants (champs or not) that
theirirell future lays in the Junior
tournament.

Hof Barbecued Beef Sandwich
on Bun and Coffee
ONLY 55c
124 E. Santa Clara
Adjacent YMCA

Arrow "Gabanaro"sponTs

SHIRTS

Classic example was Harry Topoiaa’s gym corner confab with
one of his discouraged beginners.
"Look at those guys," he moaned disgustedly. "Mean to say
ou couldn’t take ’em."
His protege cocked a wary eye
at the goings on and flinched
slightly when Johnny Johnsonl

lot.
AT
ARCH ES

11)

101
AT
ARCH IES

Arrow "Gabanaro"
ALL SEASON SPORTS SHIRT
FINE WASHABLE GABARDINE

11P"’ ruP

asa
In Your Exact Collar Size And Sleeve Length!

This is the sports shirt you’ll give plenty of
wear . . . at the games, in the dorm, and on
informal dates. Handsomely tailored for
superb fit. Smart saddle -stitching on collar
and lapels .. . plus a fine line-up of rich fall
colors. See it here today!

BIG BOTTLE OF MILK 10*

-ARCHIES
545 SOUTH SECOND

SPRING’S
FOR

ARROW

UNIVERSITY

STYLES

Sleeves too long? Collar too tight? Not a dlr.
This superb sports shirt is sized like your rt
Arrow shirts, so you can ask for your exact Cu
size, your exact sleeve length, and be sure of per.,
fit. Fine quality gabardine . . . really washa’.

In a wide choice of colors!

ARROW
ENDERWEAR

SHIRTS & TIES

ILANDKERIMIEFS

SPORTS SHIRTS

SPARTAN DAILT..’9.
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Spartans Fly to Hawaii for Football Finale
Meet Montana in Police Benefit Grid Game;
Harry Beck Wins Praise of Sports Writers

’14 Game’ Week Football Selections

By ROD RODRIGUES
Having winged their way to the island paradise of Hawaii, this morning, San Jose State’s 40-man
grid party, is intent on getting down to work in preparation for a Friday night tilt with the University
of Montana Grizzlies, their last game of the year.
There’s be no basking or lolling arotind in the warm Pacific sun for a few days. The Spartans have
a little business to attend to before they can take advantage of the--vacation offerings of Honolulu.
The Montana Grizzlies present a hurdle to overcome first, and the Bronzanmen are not
taking them lightly by any means. Two heavy workouts are scheduled for today and totomorrow and Coach Bob Bronzan will put his charges through the paces right up to game time.

Tennis Tourney
Begins Tuesday
San Jose State’s Intramural
Tennis tournament has been postponed due to bad weather, Intramural Director Ted Mumby announced yest er d a y. Opening
matches will be played Tuesday,
after the Thanksgiving holidays,
at Spartan courts.
Due to the postponement,
Mumby has extended the entry
deadline until 4:30 this afternoon. Anyone interested in entering tennis play must contact
Coach Mumby in his office in
the Men’s gym.
Anyone on campus is eligible to
ester the tournament play, including tennis varsity team members.
The tournament will consist of
only single matches.
First and second round survivors will have a consolation
playoff. All finalists, will then
compete on an elimination basis
for the championship.

Nevada Picks Foes
RENO, Nevada, Nov. 21 I UP)
- Four Loyola Lions and four
Texas A&M football players dominated the University of_ Nevada
All -Opponent learn, it was announced today.
The Wolfpack, now in Wichita,
Kan., for a weekend game, selected one player from the University
of Sao Francisco Dons, one from
St. Mary’s and- one from College
of the Pacific on its first learn.
Ends: Hillhouse, Tex A&M,
Brit to, Loyola; Tackles: Moses,
Tex Asi:M ; Cheatham, Loyola:
Guards: Stanfel, 1.7SF, Nipp, Loyola: Cen t e r: Moser, Pacific:
Backs: Klosterman, Loyola; Tidwell and Smith, Tex A&M; Johnson, St. Mary’s.
HAPPY
THANKSGIVING
FELLAS!
Look sharp during
the holiday with
a haircut from
the

tle-ry Steil;n9
and the boys

SAINTE CLAIRE
BARBER SHOP
Hotel Ste. Claire

Member
AssocioNid Master Barbers of America

No Injuries
Emerging from the COP 7-7
fracus last Saturday night sans
serious injuries, the Golden Raiders for the second time this season are in top physical condition.
Center Bob Hitchcock is the
only ailing man on the squad, but
he will make the trip. Fullback
Harry Beck, who received plaudits from Bronzan and COP mentor Larry Seimering for his performance Saturday, still nurses an
annoying charley horse ailment,
but will see action.
Beck, on his outstanding performances this year, has received boosts for post -season
honors. Harry more than likely
will be chosen for the West
team in the annual East-West
Shrine game at the end of the
season.
"Testimonials" were offered
Beck by writers at the Weekly
meeting of the Northern California Football Writers association
Monday in San Francisco. He was
informally nominated to receive
the 1950 Pop Warner Award given
by the Palo Alto -Live Oaks Club
to the outstanding senior on the
Pacific coast. This recognition is
an honor that Beck has earned
and well deserves.
Work Horse Beck
Beck, ttesenior, will be carrying
a big load again Friday in the
14th Annual Honolulu Police Benefit game between San ’Jose ind
Montana, his last game. His rushing
and kicking performance is being
counted on to offset the Grizzlie
passing combination of Quarterback Tom Kingsford and End Ray
Bauer.
Kingsford is the nation’s 14th
best passer, and is reputed to
he deadly with his aerial thrusts.
Ile throws the pigskin at every
opportunity. and has fooled the
opposition with end run fakes
only to leap and throw in midair. This 14 one of his pet maneuvers. Ile is rated to be as
adept as harry 6ilmer, ex -Alabama ace. in running and then
leaping into the air to twist and
fire in the opposite direction.
Kingsford is also an excellent
faker and ball -handler, he’ll be,
giving the Spartans plenty of
trouble.
End Ray Bauer, lit Ii national’
ranking receiver, is the other half
of the Grizzle passing offensive
duo. Bauer is big and rangy, and
has a knack of getting downfield
fast and behind defenders.

HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX
TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES
d
all day
every
1 Sandwichea

-2ELlUI dXETaAy

Here’s Racing Power and Speed

G E-QcMENT

1442 30i’d AVE.
Phone CY 4-2742

Engines & Parts
for Competition
and Road Use

Frosh Suffer
51-40 Defeat
Coach Tom Cureton’s Fresh
basketball squad lost a practice
game to Willow Glen Zelators,
51-40, last night at the Spartan
gym.
The Zelators, a city league amateur team, led throughout most of
the game, having a 26-19 lead at
the intermission.

HIS FIRST TRIP TO . .

SAN JOSE

usF

ASK
COACH
BOB!

NORD’S
SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Cigarettes
Sandwiches
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

KEN’S
Pine Inn

DINNERS from 75c
Serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Always

Fresh Vegetables

255 So. 2nd

WHAT
WILL THE
SCORE BE?
Here we are, all set to hand
out at least 100 gallons of FREE
gasoline, and wha hoppen? Not
a single expert guessed last
week’s score on the nose! Yes,
we’ve checked and rechecked
but all we can find on hundreds
of score cards are NEAR MISSES. We’re sorry, too . . , but
better luck this week.

THIS WEEK IT’S

ikoVIDE,Yrt

100
FREE

t001

GALLONS OF
GASOLINE
Just guess the score
on next Friday’s
game!
San Jose State .....
Montana

Student Lounge al dcguinutHaU
Providence College
Providence, R.1.

Between 6th & 7th on
East San Fernando

PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
CV 2-4665

ofd

Passing Grizalies
Although the Montanans are
primarily a passing team, rated
11th in the country, but their
rushing game has improved with
every contest. San Jose State is
the 9th best on pass defense, so
the battle should be an interesting
one.
Montana sports a 5-4 record,
and has been hot and cold all
year. The Grizzlies have bearhugged Easter Washington 52-0,
Idaho 28-27, Montana State college 33-0, Puget Sound 85-7, and
Utah State 38-7. Oregon, Washington State college, OS(’, and
Nevada have subdued the Grizzlies.
Quarterback Dean Sensenbaugh
was elected game captain by his
Spartan’ teammates Tuesday. The
junior signal -caller will combine
with senior Gene Menges in directing the Golden Raider offensive
attack against Montana.

CambiRodrigues
Brown
anica
Cal-Stanford
Cal
Cal
Cal
ITCLA-I T SC
UCLA
UCLA
USC
(’SF-Detroit
USE
IISF
Oregon St.-Oregon
OSC
OSC
0543
Wash. St. -Wash.
Wash.
Wash.
Wash,
Ohio St.-Mich.
Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St.
Loyola-Santa Clara
Loy.
Loy.
Loy.
SJS-Montana
SJS
SJS
SJS
COP-Boston U.
(’OP
COP
COP
Northwestern-Illinois
HI.
Results to dateAlves, Brown, and Camblanca (52-28.650),
and Rodrigues (48-32.600). (Ties counted as losses).
Alves
Cal
USC
Det.
OSC
Wash.
Ohio St.
Loy.
SJS
(’OP

Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz
or just killing time between
Student Lounge of
classes the
Hall
at Providence ColAcquinas
lege is one of the favorite places for
a rendezvous. At the Student
Lounge, - as- in c-ollege-esinpus
haunts everywhere, a frosty bottle
of Coca-Cola is always on hand for
the pause that refreshesCoke
belongs.
Ask for it either way ...both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AVTHOINTY OF THE COCA,C01.A COMPANY BY

SAN JOSE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
0 1950, Ti.. Cote -Cole Company

Just drive into the Dividend Statioit
and write your score on an OFFICIAL DIVIDEND SCORE CARD.
One winner receives 100 gallons of
Ethyl gasoline. If there are more
winners, the prize is equally divided.
But no one gets less than 10 gallons
of gas . . . even if there Cr. 1000
winners! DEADLINE FOR CONTEST
IS 2 HOURS BEFORE GAME TIME!

You Save On
Every Gallon

DIVIDEND
SELF-SERVE

STATION
141 SOUTH THIRD ST.
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1General’ Electric
Offers Fellowships
To Eligible Grads

Wednesday, November 22. 1950 ,
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Senior Council Decides
On December flanquet

Fellowships granting up to
$1500 for graduates Of universities, colleges, and technical schools
now are offered by the General
Electric educational fund, according to Mr. Edward Clements of
the personnel department.

Senior class council members decided on two important issues
concerning December graduates at Monday’s meeting. For the first
time at San Jose State college, December graduates will not only
have a senior activity, but they will have the opportunity to buy
commencement announcements.the senior class council members voted.
The activity, decided upon by
the graduates’ ’choice, will be a
banquet to be held Dec. 20, Wednesday night of final week. Second choice of a date was Dec. 16,
Sunday preceding final week.
Ed Gasper, senior class president, stated that the entire $5.78,
activity allotment of the $9 senior graduation fee, will not be
used, that part of that amount
must go for the senior gift.
Sign-ups for tickets for the banquet will be taken in the Graduate Manager’s office
beginning
Monday, Dibble stated.
Voting- to provide announcements for the graduates, the seniors agreed to have the printing
done here in San JOse. Representatives from local print shops
will be invited to next Monday’s
council meeting to show samples
of their work Bids will be taken
and a choice made then, the council decided. December graduates
will be able to buy the announcements through the Spartan Shop,
Hettie Brownlee, chairman of the
’announcements committee, stated

WE BARBER HAIR
WITH SPECIAL CARE
at the

ESQUIRE CharFIriank,D;ck
e
BARBER
In Rear
SHOP
of Sport Shop
36 W.

San Fernando

Health Office
Asks Students
To Reriort Now
An announcement fr om t he
Health department asks that tbe
following people report to the
Health office as soon as possible:
Lenny Edward Bee, Marjorie
Burleson, Florence Burrell, Lorraine Coscarelli, Beverly English,
Val Gene McElhaney, Ida Aurora
Perez. Peter F. Sanchez, Josephine A. Scaletta, Jon Whitman
Sears, Frances Sharon.
Shirley E. Smith, LaGretha
Sperling, Verna C. Spleker, Kathryn R. Taylor, Roy Thiesen, Warren Thorpe, Carol Jean Tingley,
Geraldine Valerie), Arthur D. Wager, Wilbur L. Watkins, and Letha
Mae West.

Tliankstrivin(r
r- Meal
For

Vets at SJS

Veterans enrolled at
an Jose
State college who have no home
or who live too far from home to
be there for Thanksgiving are invited to dinner Thursday at
Voight’s restaurant, according to
Dr. William Hermanns.
Dr. Hermanns has made arrangements with the restaurant
owner to have the dinner. Veterans who wish to attend are requested to contact Dr. Hermanns
in his office in B-61 ’at 12:20 ppm,
today or to telephone at his hove
between 8:30 and 9:30 p.m. Dir.
Hermanns’ Vione number is CY
2-4908.

DO YOU

Jim Mate
Pipe & Gift Shop
68 S. FIRST ST.
CY 2-8642
Where you can buy with confidence.

Dr. E. Stanley Jones, right, Is Atm n with Put Patricks, Ipcporton
turing
Daily scribe, dosing an interview.. Dr. Jones is currently
at various locations in this area for the week. photo by Bob ’Stone

Nurses Aide Classes to Start
For Voluteers in December
Volunteers in the Red Cross Nursing Aide program will be
doing a service to themselves as well as the community, declared
Mrs. Rizpah Lindstrom, instructor in the department of Nursing Education at San Jose State college.
Two classes in the Volunteer Nurses Aide program are slated to
’start in San Jose during the week
of Dec. 4, Mrs. Lindstrom said.
One of the meeting places for the
training will be Room 1373 on
campus.
Upon completion of the 80-hour
course, successful studer.ts will be
given a volunteer’s Nursing Aide
Today’s meeting of Pi Nu Sigcertificate entitling trainees to
ma will feature a talk by Student wear the Aide’s uniform and carElizabeth Hughes, who will speak ry.out the work studied.
on "The Freshman’s Experiences
According to Mrs. Lindstrom,
in Nursing School", according to "there is widespread need for the
Miss Pauline Davis, head of Nurs- service which volunteer Red Cross
Nurses Aides can give, and now
ing education at San Jose State
that the international situation
college.
points to thek possibility of a na.
Mrs. Hughes is now’ in training tional "emergency, pursing workers may be necessary on a reserve
at the Santa Clara county hos- status."
pital, and also is enrolled at SJS.
The SJS Nursing Education instructor is, interviewing -candidates for the training course any
afternoon after 3:30 o’clock.

Student Nurse
Speaks Today

Applicants who need .fitancial
assistance and who have shown
by the charaCter of their work
that they could undettake or continue research work either in the
United States or abroad, are eligible, says Mr. Clements.

CIRCUS
RESTAURANT
Lunch
Breakfast
, Dinner
HOME-COOKED
FOOD

CIRCUS
BARBER SHOP
Try us for a
REAL
HAIRCUT!
Casper.
4.

CIRCUS
SMOKE SHOP
Magazines
Tobaccos
Games
Books

Classified Advertising

SMOKE?

Follow your nose to 68 So, Psi St.,
the biggest little pipe shop in the
valley. Over 1500 pipes to choose
from, and at a price to suit your
pocket book.
Smoker’s items for everyone. Come
in and browse around. Gifts for nonsmokers, too.

Fellowships will be awarded in
the fields of electricity, physics,
physical chemistry, industrial
maA’agement, engineering, and any
other scientific or industrial field,
according to Mr. Clements, who
says that two SJS applicants are
eligible for the awards.

FOR RENT
Boy. Lg. room, tile
service, kit, privileges, reasonable.
Quiet and clean!
421 S. 11th
street. CY 3-1573.
Room for two boys. Parking,
piano, and phone. 426 S. Seventh
street. CY 3-1938.
Very nice room close by. Twin
beds, two closets, kitchen. 545 S.
Fourth street.
Boys! Room and Board. $ag.
Good food, clean rooms, television,
close to college. Get there early!

vac. one

1680 S. Fifth street.
I
Cads: Board arid room where
youii be Rthome while away
from home." Two blocks from college, $55 a month. 106 N. Fifth St.
WANTED
Two girls to share house with
four others. Now or at beginning
of next qtr. Room, board. $45: or
room just $25. CY 4-5579. 110 S.
15th street.
Need Ford -V-8 Motor (usable).
Please.write: G. M. Johnson, 1040
Laurie Ave.
FOR SALE
"Music Hath Charms", "My
Waltz With You" and "Bells of
!Victory March." For piano. NVords
and music. By copyright owner.
$1.17 C.O.D. M.. Amlie, 237 S.
First street.
1947 (’hey. Tonvettible. Radio,
heater, low pressure white walls,
twin spots, skirts, new white top
370 S. Fifth street.

HIGHEST QUALITY MEATS OBTAINABLE

"Everything Barbecued"
CLOSED SUNDAY

15 South 11th Street

CYpiess 4-4834

SERVICES
Term Papers typed. Rapid, accurate, 20 years experience, student rate. $1.25 hour. 28 S. 13th
street. CY 2-0738.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: A green rain coat Thursday, the 16th. in S. 31. Leave at
information office. Reward.

_SPECIAL SERVICE
FOTrollege Students

AIR

.41
sok;

"In One Day, Out The Next"
Try Our

Pick-up and
Delivery Service

O’i
\

Miler
Clectiteri
House of Personal Service’

PHONE CYpress 5-8763
12,h AT EAST SANTA CLARA

The

CIRCUS

4th & Santa Clara

Datteiog
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NI6HT
1N ’TOE NEW ROSE. ROOM AT

"Ricketi s
STUDIO CLUB paio

alto

W) MINIMUM - NO OOVER-

As

Mailing Jobs,
Four Finals
By MOISES de GUZMAN
, The University of Hawaii football club is hoping to join the Cali- Change Exams
fornia Collegiate Athletic Association next year. Tommy Kaulukukui,

Far Away Places

head coach for the Rainbow eleven, has been given favorable chances
to join the League, when he talked with a Fresno official about UH

A flexible, but strict, system of
awarding changes in final examinations schedules was outlined
here today by Dr. Harrison F.
Heath, chairman of the’ examination committee.
The only persons ’ho should
expect approval for examination
shifts are students who have four
or more examinations in one day,
or students who can prove holiday
post office employment.
Petitions made on grounds other
than those above may not be
granted; emphasized Dr. Heath.
For those who cannot obtain
approval for shifts in final schedules, Dr. Heath suggests a petition to take the final in the
Winter quarter, thus receiving an
Incomplete for this quarter’s work.
"We will try to make changes
within the final week," said Dr.
Heath, "but we must ask for
ample justification."
He warned that petitions must
be made four days in advance of
the student’s first examination.
Petitions can be obtained at the
Technical courses office.

possibilities.
The only stumbling block for (---1
the Rainbow team to vie with
omplete Dcc.1
CCAA teams is to convince the
League officials and UH Board of M
Athletic control that the university is financially sound.
The Junior-Senior mixer, to be
Mouse Causes TroUble
held Dec. 1 in the Student Union.
Who says a mouse can’t start will feature entertainment and
teouble? The KOSU radio station dancing be
the interclass
of Ohio State university was the competition. Tickets to the affair
victim. The staff were about to sell for 25 cents, and all juniors,
go on the air when woophs! there seniors, and their guests are inwas a squawk, fuses blew out, and vited, according to Dick Osboin,
the station was off the air.
junior class president.
Trouble? Well, a mouse had
A barbecue is to be given by
crawled into the station’s transthe Junior class council Dec. 6.
mitter and got electrocuted.
Tickets to the barbecue will be
Nose Trouble
on
sale Monday, Nov. 27, in the
A defensive football halfback
must have enough patience when Graduate Manager’s office, and in
his wife or girl begins kicking the the Library arch Monday and
bushes? To Johnny Davis of In- Tuesday, Dec. 4 and 5. Only 100
diana State university, everything tickets will be made available for
purchase. The cost will be $1.10
is patience
. . patience!
John had his nose broken eight per person. All Juniors and guests
times and eight times he got it are invited, Osborn said.
’straightened out . . . now he is
disgusted. He said he’ll have his
nose go through the finish touch
.
makes its own
just one more time . .:--that’s after
he is through with football.
A Kiss in the Dark
Including fresh peach, fresh strawberry, fresh cantaloupe, peppermint stick,
I say o’ boy, it’s a dark night
rocky road end over 50 other flavors.
for a lady in blue. In some sort
EA,ST SAN FERNANDO, BETWEEN 5th & 6th STS.
of way, an Englishman would say
the same thing. For freshmen, it’s
sort of of chilly night when an
assistant professor of Oklahoma
A&M college advised incoming
freshmen to know your date for
"at least 15 minutes" before asking the "lip-dip."
"As first year men," she said,
"you lack the necessary maturity
to attract them." Well, well, I
might add, kiss only when you are
one week old in college.
..400=00Cie
OCCISC420Ce
Marriage Plan
Dean of Men of Syracuse university, Charles C. Noble, has
spoken "Taking the Next Step"
as his subject for class ’49 Bacalaureate service.
In Syracuse, a coed can get
married in school freely. She can
use the Chapel without cost, except that she must go thru chan.0)8000=20:000WIZIZeoCej’
nels before "lowering the boom."
Practical arrangements are made
to prospective students. She or
he has to get a mate, asks his
parents’ permission register at the
Dean of Women marriage roster,
rehearse one hour on "aisle onetwo steps," and lastly, cupid is
caught.
So far the univrsity averages
30 couples for every two semesters. One great "korean-block" on
t h e university regulation . .
"secret marriage at any time between matriculation and graduation will affect cancellation of
ret;istrat ion."

L,

ixer Plans

The BIG DIPPER
ICE

CREAM
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Moorhead Y isiis Announcements II En ineerin Class’
Guest speaker in tr. J. M. ZinCNeed or have a ride home for

merman’s industrial relations elav
Monday morning was Mr.- Earl
Moorhead, secretary of ’the Central Labor council, according to information from the Engineering
Seekers: SUnday, Nov. 26, meet- department.
ing in First Methodist church at
7:30 p.m.
Thanksgiving? Sign up today at
Student Y Holiday Travel bureau,
Morris Dailey, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.

Group C Freshman Class: 10:30
p.m. today meet at barbecue pit.
CCF: Today at 12:30 p.m. meet
in S216.
Junior Class Council: Meet in
Student Union 3:30 p.m. today.
Pi Nu Sigma: Elizabeth Hughes
to speak on beginning nurses’
training in B73 today at 12:30
p.m. All pre-nursing .majors velcome.
Beta Beta Beta: All members
meet in Room S201 Tuesday, Nov.
28, at 12:30 p.m.

NT A

-U DRIVE
CAR

;AR
5A
DAY

IfV/I MILE

LATE MODELS

II
FWO;;E ...C1F 42

044

S5 W.SANTA CLARASAN JOSE
BETWEEN FIRST AND MARKET ITS.

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
and

Pizza

Opon from II A4M.
to I A.M.
Clue on
Monday

Also
Pissa prepared
to fake out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

DIXIELAND
0C0000000000000Ceel.e.e.e.ADOCCCOW:AXXXX

Music Comes to the Peninsula!
-e-sceze=oet:Goccee..e

zoor./z<

qpeenteiek Oil/aye
OPENS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

QUICK, COURTEOUS
SERVICE

at

the

APPEARING IN PERSON
_Alexander J 09azz

Start& 2rive-in
RESTAURANT

Featuring

Santa Clara Street at 12th

Nightly Except
Thursday
W0441AL
t

Ist4thme
efiPtuouwz
PALO ALTO

Rani

BOB SC OBEY, Trumpet
CLANCY HAYES, Banjo
JACK ,BUCK, Trombone

FRED HIGUERA, Drums
GEORGE PROBERT, Clarinet
WALLY ROSE, Piano

SQUIRE GERSBACK, Bass

SUPPER SPECIALS -- DANCING

3901 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

DA 3-0116
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Wednesday, November 22. 1950 Citrus Belt, the Central Valley,;
the Bay Area, the state capital,
and scenic and historical landmarks, as well as giving special
attention
to
industry,
public
works; agriculture, state and mujunior colleges in California and nicipal governmental machinery
will cost $30. Mr. Clements says and family life.
that the low charge is made possible by the fact that both food
The tour is designed for all forand lodging .is donated by host eign students studying in Califorcommunities on the tour.
nia and who plan to return to
The tour, which will begin and their native lands. Those wishing
end in Los Angeles, is intended to take part in the tour may apto give foreign students a close ply in the Personnel office, Rciom
view of metropolitan areas, the 114.

Foreign Students May Travel
Foreign students enrolled at
San Jose State college are eligible for a 10-day tour of California, which will be held next quarter from Jan. 26 to Feb. 4, announces Mr, Edward Clements of
the personnel office.
The tour is .sponsorea by the
National Students association in

cooperatibn with universities and

Teacher Trainees
Must Take Tests

Paper Mister?

The Spartan Daily is receiving
dozens and dozens of college and
university papers from all over
this country and Canada.
Since the Exchange Editor does
not wish to throw these/ educational publications into the ole’
kvaste-basket, after giving them a
brief once-over, Students who wish
to see them’ can ask for them at
Candidates should make’ ap- the Spartan Daily office, any day,
pointments soon in Room 118.
any time.

.Fundamental tests for teacher,
training candidates will be given
Saturday,. Dec. 9, in Room 116,
announces the office of Dr. James
C.,DeVoss, executive dean. ,
The Wits will be given in two
morning ’sessions, from 8 to 10
a.m., and from 10 to 12 noon.

The cheapest transportation
you can buy today

1

The average barrel of Union Oil products
travels 664 miles between the time the crude oil
leaves the ground and the finished gasoline or
motor oil goes into your car. Yet the cost of transporting these petroleum products to you averages
less than 7 mills per gallon.

2. This

is the cheapest transportation the
world has ever developedthe cheapest you can
buy today. If you were to parcel-post a gallon of
gasoline from Loa Angeles to Seattle, for example,
s distance of 1370 miles, it would cost you 500.
Union Oil takes it there for 10.
42
.. Now that this amazingly efficient transportationsystem has been built up and is operating, certain politicians would change the way it
is run --not because it isn’t efficient but because
the oil companies own and operate much of it.

S.

If they had told us this fifty years ago, we
wouldn’t have gotten into the transportation
business. But if they insist on divorcing us from
the transportation end of the business now, we
hope they’ll figure out first how they’re going to.
keep costa to you as low under some other setup
as we are keeping them today.

1UNION OIL COMPANY
OF
INCOMPORATID

3. T. achieve this kind of low-cost transportation, the oil companies not only had to go int*
the transportation heinous but. had to develop
entirely new methods of transportation. The pipe
line, the tank ship, the tank car and the tank
truck were all oil company inventions.

CALIFORNIA
IN

CALlIONNIA,

OCTOOIR

17,

1590

This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to
discussion of how and why A merioan business junction& We hope you’ll feet
free to send in any suggestions or critieinise you ham to offer. Write: The
Nosidont, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los ANON, 17. CalVornia.

